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abstract

This thesis began as a search, an exploration into creating a 
building using strong geometric forms that were defined by the 
structure. the thesis was tested, and retested, forgotten then 
restarted.  every iteration through models, sketches, and draw-
ings was a stepping stone for the final product ; a thesis. A thesis 
of exploring form defined by its assembly and the inherent 
questions, problems and ideas that arise. 

the program for this thesis is a hotel that is comprised of three 
parts. the pedestal which houses the lobby, is rooted to the 
earth. the framework which houses the guest rooms, embraces 
the sky. lastly, the buttresses which house the services and ver-
tical transport, are the connection between the earth and sky.

The true question of this thesis was when or how to stop? At 
what point did the figure become appropriate? It became a ques-
tion of aesthetic judgement, and how did the building want itself 
to be? In the end the thesis is to make a building that shows a 
glimpse of its true nature.  

Creation is a patient search : An Exploration of form
by
Sean hackett
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The Site

The Building is situated in miami beach, florida which is a city that is well 
known for its architectural adventurism. from art deco and miami
modern to Herzog/deMueron and Gery the city's desire for exceptional 
architecture is omnipresent. this freedom of the building arts in Miami 
allowed for this thesis to achieve its true potential without any 
preconceptions or cultural restrictions.

The project is located in biscayne bay with a bridge connecting it to the 
western edge of 14th st. separate but connected this island ensures the 
building will be seen and read as intended without the urban fabric clut-
tering the experience.

8 - illustrator map of Florida 9 - Illustrator map of Miami 10 - elevation on miami skyline

11 - noaa map 11468 with Site plan
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illustrations

12 - Nighttime perspective

The following illustrations attempt to show the experience of 
this building and its grounds through watercolor sketches.
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The strong presence of the building stands apart from the city 
and emerges as its own. 

the bridge connects the hotel to the city like the buttresses 
connects the lobby to the guest rooms. one may enter the space 
above the pedestal under the framework via a staircase which 
fronts the porte-cochère.

13 - Approach Watercolor

14 - pool area watercolor
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15 - plaza plan Watercolor

16 - plaza Watercolor 

this plaza becomes an experiential space with the weight of the 
building above you and the openness of the bay surrounding you.

The plaza is anchored by the four buttresses and centred by a 
reflection pool which is open to an interior void that bring the 
sky down into the hotel.
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inside the central axis of the lobby the ceiling height rises and 
opens up to a skylight that is the bottom of the reflection pool 
in the plaza again a reminder of the void above.

the entrance into the lobby is flanked by massive columns that 
expand outwards as they get taller attempt to create a feeling 
of weight so as to remind the visitor of the massive structure 
above.

17 - lobby colonnade Watercolor

18 - lobby skylight rendered
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even in the typical guest room, the view offers glimpses of the 
diagrid, a reminder of how the rooms are supported.

the corridors leading to the guest rooms are offered a view into 
the central void, this is an attempt to combat the typical light-
less double loaded corridors in most hotels.

19 - corridor WATERCOLOR

20 - basic guest room watercolor
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final dRAWINGS

This set of drawings represent the building as it is in its final 
figuration.

21 - inverted charcoal elevation
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23 - charcoal elevation 

22 - elevation cut diagram

ELEVATION IS CUT THROUGH THE BRIDGE LOOKING AT THE FRONT FACE OF THE 
BUILDING.
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25 - charcoal lobby plan

24 - lobby plan cut diagram

THE LOBBY PLAN IS CUT THROUGH THE FIRST FLOOR AT 3 FT ABOVE GROUND 
LEVEL. WHITE REPRESENTS CONCRETE, WHILE BLACK REPRESENTS INFILL WALLS.
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28 - Charcoal 30th floor plan 

26 - upper level plan cut diagram 

THE UPPER FLOOR PLANS ARE CUT THROUGH THE 16TH FLOOR AND THE 30TH 
FLOOR. WHITE REPRESENTS CONCRETE, AND BLACK REPRESENTS STEEL 
FRAMEWORK AND INFILL WALLS.

27 - charcoal 15th floor plan
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30 - charcoal section

29 - section cut diagram

tHE SECTION IS CUT THROUGH THE STEEL FRAMEWORK AND GUEST ROOMS ON 
THE LEFT THEN IT TURNS TO CUT THROUGH THE CONCRETE BUTTRESSES.
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31 - charcoal detail plan 

these details show the diagrid . the top detail is a plan and it shows how 
the steel members are clad to be protected from the elements. the 
bottom detail is a wall section showing how the floorplates are 
connected to the framework.

32 - charcoal detail section 
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photos

these photos show the evolution of the form.  the proportions 
and material construction were tested.

34 - plaster model photo

33 - Plaster void photo

35 - rockite void photo

37 - chipboard void photo

36 - rockite model photo 

38 - chipboard model photo
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Fragments

the images that follow are pieces of the process that led me to 
the final figure of my thesis.

39 - column section sketch
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40 - DIAGRID DETAIL ELEVATION 

41 - DIAGRID DETAIL PLAN 

42 - DIAGRID WALL SECTION
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43 - DIAGRID TUBE CONNECTION DETAILS

44 - DIAGRID TUBE CONNECTION
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45 - EARLY DIAGRID ELEVATION

46 - EARLY DIAGRID SECTION

47 - EARLY PLAZA LEVEL PLAN
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48 - SECTION ELEVATION OF LOBBY - L 49 - SECTION ELEVATION OF LOBBY - R 
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51 - SKETCH OF elevation 

52 - SKETCH OF plaza and bay

53 - SKETCH OF HOTEL ON ISLAND 

54 - DRAWING OF TAPERING COLUMNS

55 - PERSPECTIVE OF COLONNADE

56 - DRAWING OF CASINO INTERIOR

57 - PERSPECTIVE OF LOBBY

50 - SKETCH OF STAIR COLUMN
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closing

What does it mean to be patient? it is to be tolerant or accepting. 
in architecture it means that time must be invested to allow the 
project a level of clarity and resolution. through patience this 
thesis was allowed to show its true nature, and by testing it was 
able to reject forms or ideas that were judged unfit. the ideas 
present in this book were developed over time patiently searching 
for the appropriate answer.
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